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This talk

Pseudo-marginal MH (PsMMH) - quick recap.

Delayed acceptance pseudo-marginal MH (da-PsMMH) -
motivation and explanation.

KD-trees - motivation and description.

Adaptive da-PsMMH - algorithm and ergodicity result.

Preliminary simulation results.
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An unbiased (up to a constant) estimator of the posterior is

π̂U(θ) := π0(θ)P̂U(y |θ).

Create an MCMC algorithm to target

π̃(θ, u) = π0(θ)q̃(u|θ)P̂u(y |θ),

which has marginal distribution
∫

π0(θ)q̃(u|θ)P̂u(y |θ) du ∝ π(θ).

It will be helpful later to note that

π̃(θ, u) = π̂u(θ)q̃(u|θ).
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Pseudo-Marginal RWM algorithm

(Andrieu and Roberts, 2009) For each θ′ we have an unbiased (up
to cst) stochastic estimator π̂U′(θ′).

Create Markov chain on (θ,U) with stat. density π̃(θ, u).

Start at some value θ(0) with approximation π̂u
(

θ(0)
)

.

LOOP: Given current value θ and approximation π̂u(θ),

Propose θ′ ∼ N
(

θ, λ2Id
)

and obtain π̂u′(θ
′).

Define α := 1 ∧
π̂u′(θ

′)

π̂u(θ)
.

With probability α, accept the proposal [θ ← θ′] and the
corresponding posterior estimate [π̂u(θ)← π̂u′(θ

′)], otherwise
reject both.

Go to LOOP.
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(Extension of Christen and Fox, 2005). Suppose we have a
computationally-cheap approximation to the posterior: π̂a(θ).

Define αda(θ, u; θ
′, u′) := α1(θ, θ

′) α2(θ, u; θ
′, u′), where

α1 := 1 ∧
π̂a(θ

′)q(θ|θ′)

π̂a(θ)q(θ′|θ)
and α2 := 1 ∧

π̂u′(θ
′)/π̂a(θ

′)

π̂u(θ)/π̂a(θ)
.

Detailed balance (with respect π̃(θ, u)) is still preserved with αda

because

π̃(θ, u) q(θ′|θ) q̃(u′|θ′) αda(θ, u; θ
′, u′)

= π̂a(θ) q(θ
′|θ) α1 × q̃(u|θ)q̃(u′|θ′) π̂u(θ)

π̂a(θ)
α2.

But this algorithm mixes worse than the equivalent
pseudo-marginal algorithm (Peskun, 1973; Tierney, 1998).
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Delayed-acceptance PsMMH (2)

Using αda = α1(θ; θ
′)α2(θ, u; θ

′, u′) mixes worse but CPU
time/iteration can be much reduced.

Accept at Stage One with probability α1 - quick to calculate.

If accept at Stage One then accept (θ′, u′) with probability α2.

Overall acceptance probability is α1α2 but there is no need to
calculate α2 if we reject at Stage One.

If π̂a is accurate then α2 ≈ 1.

If π̂a is both cheap and accurate then (RWM) can use large jump
proposals.
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Cheap and accurate approximation?

Smith (2011) approximates the dynamics of the SVM and uses a
Kalman filter.
Golightly et al. (2014) use the LNA to approximate a MJP.

What if no ‘reasonably accurate’ cheap approximation is available?

Initial idea.
Create a training dataset of n0 evaluations of log P̂u(y |θ) from an
initial run and fit a Gaussian process to this.

Problems computational set up cost O(n30) and cost of evaluation

O(n0); accuracy O(n
1/d
0 ) (-ish!).

Idea 1: b-nearest-neighbours set-up is O(n0) but other problems
as above.
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Imagine a table

θ
(1)
1 θ

(1)
2 · · · θ

(1)
d

P̂u(y |θ
(1))

θ
(2)
1 θ

(2)
2 · · · θ

(2)
d P̂u(y |θ

(2))
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

θ
(n0)
1 θ

(n0)
2 · · · θ

(n0)
d

P̂u(y |θ
(n0))

Look-up of b nearest neighbours to some θ∗ is O(n0).

If d = 1 then could sort list or create a standard binary tree.
(median)

(q1) (q3)

(oct1) (oct3) (oct5) (oct7)

For d > 1 a solution is the KD-tree.
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2

3
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2

(2.7)

(12.4) (10.3)

(0.1) (0.5) (0.2) (0.4)

[L] [L] (1.1) [L] [L] (4.1) [L] [L]

[L] [L] [L] [L]

(x) = branch splitting on θdsplit = x .
[L] = leaf node with a maximum of ℓmax leaves.
KD-tree sensible if n0/(3ℓmax/4)≫ 2d .
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b-nn using a KD-tree

b-nn using a KD-tree: set-up is O(n0 log
2 n0) evaluation is

O(log n0) but accuracy still ∝ n
1/d
0 .

Adaptive b-nn using a KD-tree:
‘Every time’ P̂(y |θ′, u′) is evaluated, add (θ′, P̂(y |θ′, u′)) to the
KD-tree.

Set-up is O(n0 log
2 n0); updating is O(log n) evaluation is O(log n)

and accuracy ↑ as the MCMC progresses.

Provided the tree is balanced.

Training dataset should cover the main support of the
posterior.

Set ℓmax ≥ 20 (back-of-envelope).
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Training dataset ⇒ better distance metric. Transform θ′ to
approximately isotropic before creating tree, or adding new node.

Minimum distance ǫ. If ∃ θ s.t. ||θ′ − θ|| < ǫ then combine
P̂(y |θ′, u′) with P̂(y |θ, u) (running average).
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Adaptive Algorithm

Components

A fixed pseudo-marginal kernel P̃([θ, u]; [dθ′, du′])
(PsMRWM).

An adaptive pseudo-marginal kernel P̃γ([θ, u]; [dθ
′, du′])

(da-PsMRWM).

A fixed probability β ∈ (0, 1].

A set of probabilities: pn → 0.

Algorithm At the start of iteration n, the chain is at [θ, u] and the
DA kernel would be P̃γ .

1. Sample [θ′, u′] from
P̃ w.p. β

P̃γ w.p. 1− β.

2. W.p. pn choose a new γ, updating the kernel by including all
relevant information since the kernel was last updated.
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Theorem

Assumptions

1. There is a density ν(θ) and δ > 0 such that
q(θ′|θ)α(θ; θ′) > δν(θ), where α is the acceptance rate from
the idealised MH algorithm.

2. The support of W := P̂(y |θ,U)/P(y |θ) is uniformly (in θ)
bounded above by some w <∞.

Theorem Subject to Assumptions 1 and 2, the adaptive
pseudo-marginal algorithm is ergodic.

Remarks

1. We use proper (though vague) independent uniform priors on
log θi , and the RWM, so (1) is satisfied provided π(θ) is
continuous.

2. If (e.g.) Yt |ut ∼ N(ut , σ
2) and log σ ∼ Unif[a, b] then (2) is

satisfied.
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Example

Scenario Ut is Lotka-Volterra MJP, observed at t = 1, . . . , 50 with

Yt |ut ∼ N
(

ut , diag(σ
2).

)

P̂(y |θ, u) obtained using a particle filter with m = 200 particles.

Proposal variance matrix (for RWM), Σ̂, obtained from training
run (also gives pre-map).

RWM scaling and m chosen for vanilla PMRWM using advice from
Sherlock et al. (2013).

n0 = 3000 (from training run), ℓmax = 20, ǫ = 0.24.

Efficency =
minj=1...d ESSj

CPU time
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Results

RWM for adap-da-PsMRWM proposed from θ′ ∼ N(θ, γ2Σ̂).

Compare with efficiency of optimally tuned PsMRWM.

γ Rel. eff.

1 5.09
2 7.86
3 9.02
4 10.60
5 8.89
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Summary

Unbiased estimator of likelihood is often computationally
expensive.

Delayed-acceptance using a cheap and accurate approximation
makes (nearly) every evaluation count and allows a bigger RWM
jump.

Store all (θ, P̂(y |θ, u)) in a KD-tree. O(log n) look up.

Adaptive algorithm converges subject to conditions (satisfied).

Order of magnitude improvement in efficiency - and not optimally
tuned!

Limitation: Need n≫ 2d for KD-tree to give worthwhile speedup.

Limitation: Coverage problem as dimension ↑. Guess upper limit,
even with 106 evaluations, d ≈ 10 (for θ).

Thank you!


